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MOUNTING USER-SUPPLIED EQUIPMENT ON THE QUEEN AIR AIRCRAFT

Foreword.

The RAF B u lle t in  series is intended to guide scientists in making 
effective use of NCAR aircraft. We recognize that some of the topics pre
sented deserve more space than is available here; however, we have endeav
ored to present the material in a manner most useful to those having 
little or no experience in the use of aircraft as an observing system. We 
invite comments from those who use our facilities on how we might improve 
this presentation.

The purpose of this B u lle tin  is to acquaint prospective users with 
the most important considerations in mounting user-furnished equipment on 
the Queen Air. RAF engineers, of course, are responsible for the detailed 
planning of specific installations; but in order for the user to fill out 
the instrumentation section of the Request for Aviation Support form real
istically, (see B u lle tin  # 1 ) , a basic knowledge of the aircraft configura
tion is important.

RAF operates one Queen Air aircraft, a Model B-80 (tail No. N306D).

The aircraft has been modified with permanent structural changes. 
Some are designed for versatility in accepting a variety of user-supplied 
sensors, while others are parts of the basic Queen Air measurement system.

The user-supplied equipment for the aircraft must conform to the 
criteria described in RAF B u lle tin  #12, "Design, Fabrication, and Approval 
of User-Supplied Equipment for NCAR Aircraft."

Figure 1 shows the general external configuration of the Queen Air.

A ira ra ft  M odifica tions

NOSE BOOMS - The aircraft can be equipped with one of two nose booms 
(Figure 2), each being 1.83 m (72 in.) long to support principally air 
motion sensing packages at the tip.

The conical nose boom is 58.4 cm (23 in.) in diameter at the base 
and tapering to a tip diameter of 10.2 cm (4 in.). There are no provi
sions for attaching instruments to the boom itself as there are no access 
panels or hardpoints.
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EXTERNAL CONFIGURATION

Figure 1 1
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The INS/fixed vane boom consists of a short barrel section 24" in 
diameter by 28" long and 2 conical sections 24" in diameter tapering to an 
8" tip diameter over a 44" length for a total length of 72". The barrel 
section houses the Litton LTN-51 inertial navigation unit and the boom tip 
supports the fixed vane probe. This boom is interchangeable with RAF 
KA-200 N312D and availability will depend on program priorities between 
each aircraft.

Each boom has an instrument mount ring (Figure 3) located between 
the boom tip and the air motion sensing package. The ring has four small 
mount pads located at the 45°, 135°, 225°, and 315° positions relative to 
the boom center line. The pads are available for mounting of small, 
strut-mounted instruments that do not exceed 0.9 kg (2 lb) in weight at
25.4 cm (10 in.) out from the pad. A total of four such instruments can 
be mounted on the ring. Each pad has an access hole for electrical 
cabling to the instruments. Program requirements may dictate that these 
four pads be used for RAF instruments exclusively.

OVERHEAD PORTS - The aircraft is equipped with four overhead ports 
(Figure 4) on the top center line of the fuselage; they are located at
F.S. 152.25, 172.55, 202.75, and 236.75. The first, third, and fourth 
ports have a hole 2.54 cm (1 in.) in diameter, and the second port has a 
10.16 cm (4 in.) hole through the cabin roof for access into the cabin. 
The bolt pattern of each port is shown in Figure 4. Each port is capable 
of supporting a 2.27 kg (5 lb) load at 25.4 cm (10 in.) above the port. 
There are no provisions for attachment of equipment to these ports from 
inside the aircraft.

These ports were originally designed for air sample inlets, but 
other equipment can be mounted as long as the load requirements are not 
exceeded.

A number of air sample inlets are available at RAF for attachment to 
these ports.

INSTRUMENT MOUNT - A small instrument mount is located just forward 
of the co-pilot's windscreen on the nose of the aircraft. It can support 
a load not to exceed 2.27 kg (5 lb) at 25.4 cm (10 in.) above the mount. 
The mount is oval-shaped and measures 20.32 cm (8 in.) by 15.24 cm 
(6 in.); it has an access hole through the aircraft skin into the radio 
compartment.

WING TIP MOUNTS - Each wing tip (Figure 5) has a hardpoint on the 
bottom side for the attachment of instruments and is fitted with a pylon. 
Each mount can support a load not to exceed 18 kg (40 lb) at 25.4 cm 
(10 in.) below the wing tip skin. An access hole for electrical cabling 
is available and a wire bundle runs from the mount to the cabin interior 
for electrical power and signals.
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CAMERA VIEW PORT - A camera view port (Figures 6 and 7) is located 
through the cabin floor between the seat rails on the right side of the 
aircraft. It consists of an oval opening through the cabin floor directly 
over a circular opening through the aircraft skin. A variety of equipment 
can be placed in the view port but it must be supported from the seat 
rails or fastened to the cover plates for the oval or circular opening.

Cabin I n te r io r

The cabin layout, which is shown in Figure 8, is roughly rectangular 
in shape. Access is through the main entry door at the left rear of the 
fusel age.

Standard aircraft seat rails are fastened to the floor of the air
craft and are used to secure the seats and research equipment. The seat 
rails are the only means of securing equipment as there are no other tie
downs in the cabin. Special seat rack fittings to attach equipment are 
available from RAF.

Instrum ent Racks

The standard instrument rack is shown in Figure 9. It provides 
71.76 cm (28.25 in.) of vertical rack space for equipment using the stan
dard 48.3 cm (19 in.) panels. The rack can support a total weight not to 
exceed 68 kg (150 lb), with the center of gravity no higher than 56 cm 
(22 in.) above the cabin floor. The racks are normally installed facing 
the aisle, which limits the depth of rack-mounted equipment to 47 cm
18.5 in.), due to the cabin side wall. The racks can be mounted facing 
fore or aft also, but in this case the rack will extend into the center 
aisle about 12.7 cm (5 in.).

A standard floor rack (Figure 10) is available to mount equipment 
that is not suitable for the 48.3 cm (19 in.) standard rack panel mount
ing. The floor rack can support a load of 45.4 kg (100 lb), with the 
center of gravity 6 cm (24 in.) above the floor.

In sp ec tio n  Procedure

All equipment to be installed on NCAR aircraft must conform to NCAR 
and FAA standards for use on aircraft. See RAF B u lle tin  #13 for a de
tailed discussion of these standards.

Users are required to submit equipment for inspection in advance of 
the actual installation date, and they will be notified of submittal dead
lines shortly after commitment of the aircraft to the project.
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Further Inform ation

Investigators interested in discussing any use of the NCAR aircraft 
may contact the Chief of Project Management Group at (303) 497-1036.

Questions concerning equipment mounting should be addressed to the 
Aeronautical Engineer, at (303) 497-1062.

*  *  *  *
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APPENDIX

This appendix shows typical 

instrumentation mounts on the Queen A ir

* * * * * *
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